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Primary Reading: Literature: Key Ideas, Craft, Structure:  
Figurative Language and Literary Elements: 
 

Students: Figurative Language:  Literary Elements:  
 

Students: RIT Over 181:  

195 
Identifies a phrase as a 
metaphor  

 

RIT 181-190:  
181 Infers a character's motivation given a literary passage (six to ten sentences) 

185 
Infers a character's feelings based on a given event in a literary passage (two 
to five sentences) 

187 
Finds the next event in a story sequence (stated; event given; six to ten 
sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 171-180:  

177 
Matches a given definition to 
the correct idiom 

 

RIT 171-180:  
171 Identifies the setting from a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

171 Infers the season from a given description 

173 Determines a solution to a problem in a story 

174 
Infers character traits from a given description in a literary passage (two to 
five sentences) 

174 Infers the problem in a short literary story 

175 Infers the setting of a short literary passage 

176 
Finds the next event in a story sequence (stated; event given; six to ten 
sentences) 

176 Locates a detail about a character in a given literary text 

177 Infers a setting for a literary story (two to five sentences; not read aloud) 

177 Infers the season from a given description 

177 Locates a detail in a short literary passage 
 

 

Students:  RIT 161-170:  
166 Interprets a simile  

166 
Locates an example of onomatopoeia 
in a short passage (term not used) 

 

 RIT 161-170:  
161 Identifies the setting from a given book cover (the beach) 

161 Predicts the next event from a literary passage (six to ten sentences) 

164 Predicts the effect of a given event  

165 Locates the setting in a literary passage (stated; two to five sentences) 

167 Predicts the next event from a literary passage  

167 Predicts the setting from a given dialogue (two to five sentences) 

168 Infers the setting from a literary passage (two to five sentences) 
 

 

Students: RIT 151-160:  
154 Interprets a simile  

 

RIT 151-160:  

151 
Identifies the setting from a given illustration and a literary passage (two to 
five sentences) 

155 Locates the story problem in a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

156 Identifies the characters of a literary passage  

160 Predicts a setting based on a given set of words 
 

 

Students: RIT 141-150: 
 No Skills Listed 

RIT 141-150: 
142 Recognizes the characters of a literary passage (text not shown on screen) 

143 Infers the story problem in a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

146 Classifies people in a literary passage as characters  

146 Identifies the setting from a given book cover (the woods) 

149 
Distinguishes between the characters, setting, and details of a literary passage 
(two to five sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 131-140: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 131-140: 
132 Recognizes story characters 

133 Recognizes characters of a book from a given cover illustration (literary) 

134 Matches a picture to a story element (problem) 

136 Matches a picture to a story element (setting) 

137 Matches a picture to a story element (setting) 

137 Recognizes the characters of a literary passage (given the cover illustration) 

139 Predicts the next event from a literary story  
 

 

Students: RIT 121-130: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 121-130: 
127 Identifies the characters of a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

128 Recognizes characters of a book from a given cover illustration (literary) 
 

 


